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Summary: In modern improvement theory, managing the processes is a central issue and process orientation is in 
this paper used as the main theory platform. Change always requires the commitment of management which in its 
turn requires a sense of urgency for change. One possible way of creating this urgency is to correctly define the 
potential for improvement and to use this as a driver. All value added is created in processes and thus all 
organisations in one way or another manage them. In the paper a proposed template is used for rapid flowcharting 
and easy visualisation of the studied processes. The resulting chart forms a base for further work. The importance of 
adequate process measurements for all relevant dimensions is highlighted. All stakeholders for the process outcomes 
should be considered. This approach leads to the definition of different process dimensions. Suitable key performance 
indicators for the dimensions are discussed and exemplified. A good measurement of the actual level is a requirement 
for correctly assessing the existing improvement potential. The level and accuracy of the control panel is as such an 
indication of the improvement potential. Incomplete and late information leads to poor quality decisions. A 
conclusion is that dividing process results in the dimensions proposed , helps to focus on the improvement and to 
choose the priority area for improvement. Another conclusion is that in order to manage processes effectively, more 
focus needs to be put into the creation of a good process control and information system.  
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1. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK 

 Process focus is important and one of the main 
criteria for good process control is a good measurement 
and information system. This paper presents some ideas 
and development in the area of measurements generally 
and process measurements specifically. The M of 
Measurement is one of the 7Ms which is a version of the 
Fishbone diagram. A modified 7M is used as criteria for 

classifying different causes for process improvement 
potential. Finding the causes for improvement potential is 
a sub-process of an improvement  process. 

This paper forms part of research on a generic 
improvement process (see Figure 1), [1]. For the purpose 
a simplified system for process charting has been created 
and a number of different process dimensions have been 
defined. In this paper process measurements as a cause 
for improvement potential are discussed. The generic 
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Figure 1. The generic improvement process with the sub-process of “Analysing the 
underlying causes for potential” in bold. 
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improvement process includes a sub-process of  
“Diagnosing the Causes for Potential” that includes the 
7M-method (see Figure 2). 

  

2. PROCESS DIMENSIONS 

Processes deliver a result to a customer but also affect 
other interested parties. In this paper the word stakeholder 
is used to depict all affected by the process. Stakeholders 
are customers, employees, society, neighbours, the 
owners and the suppliers. Different stakeholder put 
different requirements on the process. Process 
improvement should be dealing with all relevant 
parameters such as product quality, service quality, 
process capacity, cost and environmental performance, 
[2]. Examples of process dimensions and links to 
stakeholders are the environmental outcomes that are of 
great interest for the neighbours, society and employees. 
There has to be focus both on customers and the 
interested parties in order to continuously improve the 
processes. This means that from a methodological point 
of view stakeholders could be considered customers. The 
chosen dimensions should cater for the needs of all 
stakeholder groups. 

The proposed dimensions are: 
1) Capacity -  When a new process is started the first 

thing is to get it to function and produce. At start up, 
capacity or output is the main process dimension. 
Capacity is also important for flexibility. Capacity is 
normally measured in tons or units or using relative 
key figures. 

2) Cost -  When a new process achieves a satisfactory 
production rate focus quite often goes to costs. Costs 
could be described both in technical and economical 
terms. A typical example of this is energy costs and 
consumption of different input materials. Seen from a 
technical process point, figures are given in specific 
energy, man hour and material consumption. This 
gives the unit consumption, which is the technical key 
figure, and there is the unit price for the input, and 
these together give the unit cost. The process owner 
should be responsible for all dimensions and thus both 

unit consumption and unit price figures need to be 
available. When the unit price increases the increased 
cost saving potential of the unit cost might justify 
modifications in the process. 

3) Product Quality - Product quality is an important 
process dimension especially in a competitive 
organisational environment. Measurements of the 
outgoing product quality only serve as a final proof 
of a successful process and to protect the customer 
from possible errors. Quality control is done through 
control of the internal processes. Product quality 
measurements are an integral part of each sub-
process. Normally a large number exists. A typical 
measurement for the outgoing product is the defect 
rate. 

4) Service Quality – Internal and external customers are 
equally important for both service and product 
quality. If delivery is not on time, information is not 
correct and personnel is not available for inquiries, 
problems will emerge in both internal and external 
processes. Important key figures are delivery on 
promised time, corresponding to reliability, which is 
considered to be possibly the most important service 
quality parameter, [3], [4], [5]. Lead-time is an 
important indicator. Service quality is very closely 
related to customer satisfaction, [6]. 

5) Environment - Environment is dealt with in a broad 
sense including both external and internal 
environment. The external environment has to do 
with pollution and is affected by emissions, liquid 
effluents, solid waste noise, etc. from the production 
unit. The internal environment consists of the 
occupational safety, fire safety and hygiene aspects 
of the working place. This could be extended to 
apply for the company atmosphere and culture. 

These dimensions have been used in case studies 
where the chosen dimensions have been both relevant and 
sufficient for fully describing the performance of the 
studied process, [1]. The increased focus on the 
dimension of Environment is relatively recent and shows 
how quickly a new aspect of process performance can 
gain importance. One dimension not included in the five 
above is sustainable development. “Sustainable 
Development is development that meets the needs of the 
present generation, without compromising the ability of 
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Figure 2. The sub-process of  “Analysing the underlying causes for potential” from the generic 
improvement process. The sub-process of “Root analysis of causes for potential” in bold 

as well as the 7M-analysis that is an important part of the root cause analysis. 
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future generations to meet their own needs”, [7]. 
Sustainable development requires both widespread 
economic prosperity and shared environmental concern. 
Economic activities must add enough value to guarantee 
everybody a decent life without damaging the ecological 
system in such a way that the survival of future 
generations is endangered. Societal focus expressed as a 
fair distribution forms a third element in addition to 
economy and ecology. This becomes the “triple bottom 
line” or division of focus on economic prosperity, social 
equity and environmental protection, /8/, /9/. Economical 
performance is covered by the first four dimensions and 
the ecology part by the Environment dimension. The 
social equity element could form a sixth process 
dimension: 
6) Social effect – This dimension deals with the ethical 

performance of the process and the effects on 
distribution of wealth.  

3. DEFINING ROOT CAUSES USING THE 7M 

Root causes for the potential could be defined based 
on a version of the Fishbone-diagram the 7M diagram. In 
the original diagram the outcome is a quality problem. 
This is enlarged to be a cause for process performance 
potential in any of the five dimensions defined. The 
analysis carried out is a qualitative one based on 
interviews and observations using the 7Ms as a base (see 
Table 1). Note that all Ms relate to the process studied. 
This approach is not primarily problem based but looks at 
the general performance level of the 7Ms based on a top 
down approach. In Table 2 some results from case studies 
carried out in three different processes in a cement plant, 
[1]. 

The obtained results indicated clearly that lack of 
measurement was a major cause for the identified 
improvement potential. 

Table 1. Proposed questions for the 7M qualitative top-down analyses of root causes. 

M To what extent : 

Management Does management adopt the values of TQM and specifically to what extent is there a process 
view? Is there a policy and goals for the different dimensions of the process? 

Man Is the personnel competent (defined as formal education, experience and motivation in 
relation to the requirements) in their work task? 

Method Is there a documented method, if relevant, for managing, controlling and improving each of 
the process dimensions (For ex. an ISO 9000-system for quality)? 

Measurement 
Is there a Process Control and Information System (PCIS) that measures the relevant Key 
Performance Indicators (KPI) for the different dimensions and distributes the information to 
those needing it? 

Machine Is the machinery including buildings and premises up to the process requirements? 

Material Is the input material defined as raw material, wear and spare parts introducing variation and 
problems? 

Milieu Is the internal and external environment affecting process performance? 

 

Table 2. Critical causes as indicated in three studies. Management, Measurement and 
 Man emerge as the most important causes 

Case Cause Company wide 
process 

Process of 
cement packing 

Process of 
quality control 

Management x x x 
Material    

Measurement x x  
Machine  x  
Method   x 

Man x  x 
Milieu  x  
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4. MEASUREMENT OF PROCESSES-PROCESS 
CONTROL AND INFORMATION SYSTEM 
(PCIS) 

Basing decisions on facts is a TQM core value. The M 
of measurement has a very important function as an 
enabler for this core value. Good management of 
processes requires good quality information. The 
structure for this is sometimes called Management 
Information Systems (MIS). Since not only managers 
need information from processes but all personnel 
involved the term Process Control and Information 
System (PCIS) is proposed. A PCIS is defined as the 
information infrastructure that provides process owners 
and others concerned on all levels with relevant process 
information. All relevant process dimensions should on 
the different process levels be measured with Key 
Performance Indicators (KPI). Lack of proper 
measurements is a sign of improvement potential. 
Already a quick check of the process control panel for the 
different dimensions might reveal that important 
measurements are missing. A slightly more detailed 
check could be done using a simple matrix for the sub-
processes of the studied process (see Table 3). The 
assessment of the measurement level is only qualitative 
but could be developed into a quantitative assessment. A 
further parameter that could be introduced is the type of 
measurement. Measurements could be of a predictive or 
driving, state or response type. Generally it could be said 
that on a more operative level the state type 
measurements are in focus and that the strategic level 
works more with prediction and response type 
measurements, [9]. A common problem with the 
company control panel is that it has not been planned, but 
has evolved over years, often including a high number of 
unimportant measures, [10]. Especially old measurements 
are not related to the process. This causes difficulties 
notably in the area of cost control that is more geared to 
budgetary cost centres and not processes. Process costing 
is a challenge even for many of the new business control 
systems. Computers make it possible to gather a large 
number of data but the shear quantity renders this data 
unusable if it is not treated and aggregated in a proper 
manner. Additionally the aggregated data must be 
analysed and the results fed back to the process owners. 
Most measurements deal with the operative processes and 
less focus is on the support and management processes. 
This might be related to the increased complexity of 
internal service processes. What is measured might be 

more a function of the measurability than a function of 
the need. 

5. KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

Different processes require different types of Key 
Performance Indicators (KPI). The question is if there are 
some generic ones. Generic Capacity KPI have been 
proposed and tested in different processes showing 
promising results /1/. The used principle is simple and 
based on two factors, the Run Factor (RF) measuring the 
use of time in a chosen period and the Capacity 
Efficiency (CE) measuring the output as related to a 
standard. Both factors are expressed in percent. The 
resulting Operational Efficiency (OE) is equal to RF*CE. 
Most testing has been carried out on processes producing 
goods and mainly measured in tons/hour. However, even 
if  limited, the testing on service producing processes 
indicates that the proposed capacity key figures seem to 
be feasible. For the Cost dimension the ordinary 
indicators are cost/unit produced, cost/ton produce or 
cost/hour of service delivered. Product Quality is related 
to performance standards and a standard indicator is the 
level of failures such as Defects Per Million Operations 
(DPMO).  Even if these measures are simple a first check 
of processes often reveal that figures are not available on 
a process level which means that the one responsible for 
the process is lacking the necessary information for 
prioritising improvements. Generic KPI for Service 
Quality, Environment and Social Effect are still to be 
looked into.  

6. DISCUSSION 

The proposed process dimensions have mostly been 
used in work with existing processes and mainly looking 
at the internal process performance. Obviously the 
internal measurements should be chosen so that they 
correlate with customer satisfaction. In the Balanced 
Scorecard Kaplan & Norton define four measurement 
perspectives: Financial, Customer, Internal Process and 
Learning and Growth /11/. The proposed dimensions 
cover the Internal Process perspective and parts of the 
Financial and Customer perspectives. Learning and 
Growth could be seen as an internal process that includes 

Table 3. Proposed check of PCIS level looking at existing and required measurements 
 of the sub-processes of a studied process. 

Sub-processes Capacity Cost Product 
Quality 

Service 
Quality Environment Social 

Effect 
Sub-process 1 Existing: 

Required: 
Existing: 
Required: 

Existing: 
Required: 

Existing: 
Required: 

Existing: 
Required: 

Existing: 
Required: 

Sub-process 2 etc. Existing: 
Required: 

Existing: 
Required: 

Existing: 
Required: 

Existing: 
Required: 

Existing: 
Required: 

Existing: 
Required: 
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processes such as personnel and management 
development. The advantage of the proposed dimensions 
is that they integrate well with a simple process model 
and thus form an easier starting point for improvements. 
Another advantage is that the improvement is process 
focused and does not have to include the entire company. 
Lynch & Cross propose a four-level performance 
pyramid that integrates external effectiveness and internal 
efficiency /12/. On the lowest level of the pyramid 
relating to departments, groups, and work teams there are 
four categories: Quality, Delivery, Cycle time and Waste. 
Quality is equal to the proposed dimension of Product 
Quality, and Delivery is an important part of the 
dimension Service Quality. Cycle time is related to the 
dimensions of Cost and Capacity where as Waste is part 
of the Cost dimension. The next level in the pyramid 
relating to core business processes forms both drivers and 
results for the lowest level. The three building blocks are 
Customer satisfaction, Flexibility and Productivity. The 
proposed dimensions, so far, mostly relate to the lower 
level of the pyramid. The advantage of the proposed 
dimensions is that they also include the additional 
dimensions of Environment and Social Effect that 
probably will be of an increasing importance in the 
future. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

The proposed dimensions in combination with the 
process framework provide a relevant and easy start for 
improved measurements. For problem solving the 
categorisation in the proposed dimensions and the 
relation to the process framework helps to pinpoint 
improvement activities to a certain process and a certain 
dimension. On the other hand the framework also 
provides an easy method for assessing the improvement 
potential in different dimensions. The performance level 
of the Process Control and Information System plays an 
important role as a root cause for improvement potential. 
A proper PCIS supports the TQM-value of “Basing 
decisions on facts”. More focus on good measurements 
increases the efficiency of improvement work. Further 
research on the PCIS is needed as a part of the generic 
improvement process framework in order to elaborate the 
details and to test the approach. 
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